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Abstract
Automatic speaker verification has achieved remarkable
progress in recent years. However, there is little research on
cross-age speaker verification (CASV) due to insufficient rele-
vant data. In this paper, we mine cross-age test sets based on the
VoxCeleb dataset and propose our age-invariant speaker repre-
sentation(AISR) learning method. Since the VoxCeleb is col-
lected from the YouTube platform, the dataset consists of cross-
age data inherently. However, the meta-data does not contain
the speaker age label. Therefore, we adopt the face age esti-
mation method to predict the speaker age value from the as-
sociated visual data, then label the audio recording with the
estimated age. We construct multiple Cross-Age test sets on
VoxCeleb (Vox-CA), which deliberately select the positive trials
with large age-gap. Also, the effect of nationality and gender is
considered in selecting negative pairs to align with Vox-H cases.
The baseline system performance drops from 1.939% EER on
the Vox-H test set to 10.419% on the Vox-CA20 test set, which
indicates how difficult the cross-age scenario is. Consequently,
we propose an age-decoupling adversarial learning (ADAL)
method to alleviate the negative effect of the age gap and re-
duce intra-class variance. Our method outperforms the baseline
system by over 10% related EER reduction on the Vox-CA20
test set. The source code and trial resources are available on
https://github.com/qinxiaoyi/Cross-Age Speaker Verification.
Index Terms: speaker verification, cross-age, age-invariant

1. Introduction
Speaker verification has achieved great success thanks to
the deep learning application. Automatic speaker verifica-
tion (ASV) using X-vector[1] with its variant[2, 3, 4] can
extract a fix-dimensional discriminative identity vector from
the variable-length audio recording. The margin-based loss
functions[5, 6] are also adopted to train the speaker verification
system with large-scale databases to reduce the intra-speaker
variability and increase the inter-speaker distance. Despite the
remarkable success of ASV, how to handle the cross-age vari-
ability is still a challenge. In addition, there are many practi-
cal applications for cross-age speaker verification (CASV), such
as identifying the suspect from telephone fraud audio recorded
long term ago. To the best of our knowledge, the related
study is rare due to insufficient relevant data. Early researches
[7, 8, 9, 10] focus on the small-scale datasets since the collec-
tion of cross-age speech data is a long and expensive process.
Lei et.al[11] analyze the influence of age on the NIST SRE08
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data. Sean et.al [12] propose an age-invariant speaker embed-
ding approach to speaker diarization. However, the evaluation
sets on those datasets do not contain the cross-age speaker ver-
ification scenario. Some researches [13, 14, 15, 16, 17] also
experiment on the NIST SRE and TIMIT[18] datasets to esti-
mate speaker age. Unfortunately, each speaker’s data only cover
one age phase. No large-scale cross-age dataset is available for
cross-age speaker verification.

VoxCeleb dataset [19, 20] has been widely used as the
benchmark for general speaker verification. Since the VoxCeleb
dataset is collected from the YouTube platform, the dataset con-
sists of cross-age data inherently. However, there is no age la-
bel in the meta-data. [21] and [22] provide partial VoxCeleb2
age labels for the speaker age estimation task; age label is es-
timated using celebrities’ birth year and manual annotation on
the year when the video is recorded. However, manual labeling
is time-consuming and may not apply to most data for large-
sacle ASV tasks. Therefore, we adopt the face age estimation
method to automatically obtain the face age value and conduct
age labeling for all audio of VoxCeleb1 and VoxCeleb2. Al-
though the labeled age value is not completely accurate, it can
rank all the audio of one speaker in chronological order. Thus,
we propose a cross-age speaker verification task and construct
multiple Cross-Age test sets on VoxCeleb (Vox-CA), which de-
liberately selects the positive trials with large age gap. In addi-
tion, as mentioned in the VoxCeleb-H test set, the negative pair
also take the effect of nationality and gender into account. The
system results on Vox-CA confirm how difficult the cross-age
scenario is.

The cross-age scenario is challenging because the aging
process indeed enlarges the intra-class variance. The age-
invariant representation learning is a hot topic in face recog-
nition [23, 24, 25, 26]. Inspired by those works, we propose
the Age Decoupling Adversarial Learning (ADAL) module to
encourage speaker identity features to have smaller intra-class
variations and tend to be less correlated with the age informa-
tion. The proposed ADAL approach uses an attention mech-
anism to extract age-related information from high-level fea-
ture maps and decouples the age component from the speaker
embedding. A margin-based identity classifier is adopted to
model the residual identity feature. The adversarial learning
based age classification also operates on residual identity fea-
tures to weaken the remaining age information. The proposed
method helps the samples from the same speaker with different
ages be aggregated into one center to derive the age-invariant
speaker embedding. The final result outperforms the state-of-
the-art baseline system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section
2, we describe the details of Vox-CA and compare it with the
VoxCeleb1 test set. The proposed ADAL method is introduce
in Section 3. Section 4 reports the experimental results on Vox-
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CA. Conclusions are provided in Section 5.

2. VoxCeleb Cross-Age Test Set

Figure 1: Segment age distribution of VoxCeleb

Figure 2: Distribution of maximum age gap to VoxCeleb

2.1. Related Work

VoxCeleb1 test set is a benchmark used for speaker verifica-
tion, which consists of the original VoxCeleb1 test set (Vox-O),
the VoxCeleb1-E test set (Vox-E), and the VoxCeleb1-H test set
(Vox-H). Vox-E is an evaluation protocol covering the entire
dataset with 1,251 speakers. Vox-H is another evaluation pro-
tocol in which all negative pairs are from the same nationality
and gender. We construct the Cross-Age test sets on VoxCeleb,
named Vox-CA.

2.2. Construction Details

The construction pipelines adopt the following steps:

• Gathering the face image from meta-data of VoxCeleb11

and VoxCeleb22.

• Estimating the age of each face image.

• Labeling the estimated age value for each audio utter-
ance.

• Selecting large age-gap audios as positive pairs and the
pairs of same nationality and gender as negative pair

For the sake of clarity, the key stages are described in the
following paragraphs:
Estimating and labeling age for audio. We use the Dex
[27], the winner of the ChaLearn LAP2015 challenge, to
estimate the age for each face image. Since each utter-
ance audio corresponds to multiple face images, the average
age value of faces is used as the estimated age for this ut-
terance. In addition, as the utterance audio is split from
the video segment, the speaker file structure is formed by:
speaker id/segment id/utterance id.wav. Thus,
the related utterances of the same segment should share the
same age. The segment age, the average age among all the ut-
terances belonging to the same segment, is determined as the
final age label. The age distribution is shown in Figure.1. Most
of the age values are in the range between 20 and 70.

1https://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/∼vgg/research/CMBiometrics/
2https://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/∼vgg/data/voxceleb/vox2.html

Forming positive/negative pairs. Since the VoxCeleb2 dataset
is adopted for training under most ASV implementation scenar-
ios, the entire VoxCeleb1 dataset contributes to the construction
of the cross-age test set with the following rules.

First, the positive pairs must be the cross-age case. In other
words, the pair audios can not be from the same video segment.
We count the maximum age gap of each speaker and present
the distribution in Figure.2. It is observed that the largest age
gap for most speakers is between 0 and 20 years. The test set
should cover at least 80 speakers to be meaningful. However,
especially for VoxCeleb1, far fewer speakers have more than 20
years of age-gap data. Thus, the number of enrollment speakers
should also be considered when constructing the test set.

Second, following the Vox-H setting, all negative pairs are
constructed within the same nationality and gender. We keep
the same setting with Vox-H that each nationality-gender com-
bination has 5 individuals at least.

Following the rules mentioned above, there are four Vox-
CA sets are constructed according to different age-gap cate-
gories:

• Vox-CA5. The age gap of the positive pair is 5 years at
least. The candidate speakers must possess more than 7
years of max age-gap data.

• Vox-CA10. The age gap of the positive pair is 10 years
at least. The candidate speakers must possess more than
12 years of max age-gap data.

• Vox-CA15. The age gap of the positive pair is 15 years
at least. The candidate speakers must possess more than
17 years of max age-gap data.

• Vox-CA20. The age gap of the positive pair is 20 years
at least. The candidate speakers must possess more than
22 years of max age-gap data.

The Vox-CA proposes a challenging task covering the
cross-age, same nationality and same gender cases. In addi-
tion, we also implement the single variable test set, including
but not limited:1) test set within the cross-age; 2) test set within
the same nation; 3) test set within the same gender; 4) test set
within the intra-segment, to observe the effect of various factors
on verification. The results are reported in Section.4.

Table 1: The performances of baseline system on the VoxCeleb1
test set with or without the intra-segment positive pairs.

Test set Intra-segment EER[%] minDCT

Vox-O yes 0.962 0.100
Vox-O no 1.027 0.109
Vox-E yes 1.094 0.122
Vox-E no 1.173 0.132
Vox-H yes 1.939 0.200
Vox-H no 2.078 0.217

2.3. Comparison of Vox-E, Vox-H and Vox-CA

In this part, we compare the difference of Vox-E, Vox-H and
Vox-CA from the following aspects.

Positive pair within intra-segment. In this case, the pair
audios are selected from the same video segment. Therefore,
the successful verification rate is higher. We count the intra-
segment pairs from the VoxCeleb1 test set and re-calculate the
performance after removing those pairs. The results are re-
ported in Table.1. The results indicate that intra-segment cases
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could improve the performance but do not reflect the real ap-
plication. In Vox-CA, the positive audio pairs are compulsorily
selected from different segments.

Positive pair within the cross-age. From Table.2, the aver-
age age-gap of VoxCeleb1 test set is about 3 years. The positive
pairs of the VoxCeleb1 test set are randomly chosen from the
same person without considering the age gap. The Vox-CA se-
lects pair audio from large age-gap segments.

Negative pair within the same nationality and gender.
Both Vox-H and Vox-CA take nationality and gender into ac-
count when constructing negative pairs. The pairs of Vox-E are
randomly selected from the entire dataset. Thus, the Vox-H and
Vox-CA sets are more challenging.

Table 2: The statistics of the VoxCeleb1 test set and Vox-CA.
Trials Num. and Spk. Num. describe the number of trials and
enrollment speakers, respectively. The column of positive and
negative present the mean and standard deviation of the age-
gap values in the corresponding pairs.

Test set Spk. Num. Trials Num. Age-gap

Positive Negative

Vox-O 40 37611 2.68 ± 2.88 15.50 ± 12.46
Vox-E 1251 579818 3.14 ± 3.48 12.05 ± 9.81
Vox-H 1190 550894 3.14 ± 3.47 11.27 ± 9.42

Vox-CA5 971 370540 9.98 ± 3.94 12.36 ± 9.58
Vox-CA10 506 151384 15.29 ± 3.44 14.66 ± 9.93
Vox-CA15 215 54608 20.39 ± 3.38 16.63 ± 10.24
Vox-CA20 85 18888 25.28 ± 2.87 18.42 ± 10.58

3. Learning Age-invariant Speaker
Embeddings

3.1. Decouple Age-related Component

Feature embedding consists of identity information and age in-
formation as driven by the two corresponding tasks. Motivated
by this, we design a linear model to decouple age information
from identity features. First, we assume that feature embedding
z ∈ Rd, a d dimensional vector extracted from an input audio
I , is the sum of identity and age information:

z = zid + zage (1)

where the zid and zage denote that identity component and age
component, respectively. Then we design an age-related extrac-
tor module (ARE), which uses the attention mechanism to ex-
tract age-related information from the high-level feature maps
x ∈ Rc×f×t. Then, following the pooling and linear layer, we
get the age-related embedding with d dimensions, which can be
formulated as follows::

zage = ARE(x)

= fc(pool(x ∗ σ(x)))
(2)

where σ denotes the attention module, pool and fc represent the
pooling layer and fully connection layer. By subtracting zage
from z,, the age-related component supervised by an age classi-
fier is peeled off from feature embedding. Figure.3 present the
details of the whole network structure. In this paper, we adopt
the Attentive Statistical Pooling (ASP) [28] to highlight the age-
related information from high-level feature map and obtain the
fix-length age embedding vector.

Figure 3: An overview of the proposed ADAL structure. The
AISR denotes the Age-Invariant Speaker Representation.

3.2. Multi-task Learning

As shown in Figure.3, the model consists of three supervised
tasks: identity classification, age classification, and age adver-
sarial learning.

Identity classification. We adopt the identity classifier
C to guide the zid to represent the identity information. As
speaker timbre can change considerably over time, the essen-
tial problem of CASV is that speaker aging leads to increasing
intra-class variance. Therefore, we adopt ArcFace as an identity
loss function to reduce the intra-class distance.

Age classification. To encourage the age information to
be decoupled from the speaker embedding, an age group clas-
sifier A is leveraged to supervise the age-related embedding
learning. However, we do not use age regression or age classi-
fier as ground truth in common speaker age estimation methods
used. Since the age value is estimated by Dex[27] but not the
ground truth, the age labels are noisy. Therefore, we adopt the
age group classifier instead, age is split into 7 groups: 0-20,21-
30,31-40,41-50,51-60,61-70 and 70-100.

Age adversarial learning To make sure the identity em-
bedding zid is towards age-invariant, an additional age classi-
fier with gradient reversal layer (GRL) [29] is applied upon the
zid to reduce the residual age information further.

Thus, the method is named as Age Decoupling Adversarial
Learning (ADAL). The final loss for the method is formulated
as:

Lid(zid) = lce(C(zid),yid) (3)
Lage(zage) = lce(A(zage),yage) (4)

L = Lid(zid) + λageLage(zage) + λgrlLage(GRL(zid))
(5)

where yid ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N} and yage ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 6} are
the output labels of identity and age estimation task, respec-
tively. lce denotes the cross-entropy loss, λage and λgrl are
scalars to balance different loss terms.

4. Experimental Results
4.1. Implementation Details

Network. For the baseline system, we adopt the ResNet34[30]
as the backbone. The widths (channels number) of the resid-
ual blocks are {32, 64, 128, 256}. The global statistic pooling
(GSP) layer, which computes the mean and standard deviation
of the output feature maps, can project the variable length in-
put to the fixed-length vector. The output of a fully connected
layer with 128 dim followed after the pooling layer is adopted
as the speaker embedding layer. The ArcFace-based classifier
[6] (s=64,m=0.2), which increase intra-speaker distances while
ensuring inter-speaker compactness, is used to the identity task.
In addition, we also provide the Softmax classifier as a compari-
son. For the ADAL method, the ASP is adopted as ARE module
to extract the zage vector. For the age classification, we stack



Table 3: The performance of different speaker verification systems in terms of EER. The model with GRL describes the simplest
adversarial learning that uses GRL upon the z vector to perform the age classification task, which makes the speaker embedding less
correlated to age. In the Age Residual method, zid is the residual part between z and zage, the zage is extracted from z and supervised
by age classification. The model equipped with ARE represents the zage is also supervised by age classification but extracted by ARE.

Model Vox-E Vox-H Cross-age Cross-age & Same nationality & Same gender

Only-CA5 Only-CA10 Only-CA15 Only-CA20 Vox-CA5 Vox-CA10 Vox-CA15 Vox-CA20

ResNet34-Softmax 2.798% 4.806% 4.310% 6.004% 8.019% 9.308% 7.366% 9.215% 12.405% 14.888%
ResNet34-ArcFace 1.094% 1.939% 1.953% 3.437% 5.927% 8.185% 3.407% 4.974% 8.028% 10.419%

+ GRL 1.122% 1.934% 2.021% 3.579% 6.036% 8.566% 3.405% 4.949% 8.017% 10.610%
+ Age Residual 1.121% 1.960% 2.040% 3.536% 5.871% 7.864% 3.499% 5.078% 8.039% 10.229%
+ ARE (ours) 1.108% 1.951% 1.980% 3.345% 5.719% 7.803% 3.431% 4.814% 7.786% 9.911%
+ ADAL (ours) 1.121% 1.974% 1.991% 3.330% 5.540% 7.442% 3.441% 4.822% 7.515% 9.519%

Table 4: Results on different test sets based on the ResNet-GSP-
ArcFace model.

Test set Construct EER[%] mDCF0.01

Vox official
Vox-O random 0.962% 0.100
Vox-E random 1.094% 0.122
Vox-H nation&gender 1.939% 0.200

our proposed
our-E random 1.225% 0.125
our-H nation & gender 2.041% 0.191
only-N nation 1.586% 0.154
only-G gender 1.543% 0.148
only-I intra-segment 0.219% 0.017
only-CA5 age 1.953% 0.177
only-CA10 age 3.437% 0.272
only-CA15 age 5.927% 0.352
only-CA20 age 8.185% 0.464
Vox-CA5 age & nation & gender 3.407% 0.300
Vox-CA10 age & nation & gender 4.974% 0.370
Vox-CA15 age & nation & gender 8.028% 0.481
Vox-CA20 age & nation & gender 10.419% 0.646

the FC-ReLU-FC structure upon the zage and zid to predict the
age group value.

Data Processing. The acoustic features are 80-dimensional
log Mel-filterbank energies with a frame length of 25ms and
hop size of 10ms. We adopt the on-the-fly data augmentation
[31] to diversify training samples. Four types of augmenta-
tion methods we adopted: 1) adding noise using MUSAN [32]
dataset; 2) adding convolutional reverberation using RIR Noise
[33] datasets; 3) changing amplification, and 4) changing audio
speed (pitch remains untouched).

Training Details. The SGD optimizer is employed to up-
date the model parameters. We adopt the multi-step learning
rate(LR) scheduler with 0.1 initial LR; the decay step and fac-
tor are 10 and 0.1, respectively. We adopt the linear warmup
from 0.0 to 0.1 LR in the first two epochs to prevent the train-
ing instability and speed model convergence. Training stopped
after LR dropped to 1e-5. The hyper-parameters in loss are set
as following: λage = 0.1 and λgrl = 0.1.

Evaluation Measures. Cosine similarity is used for trial
scoring. Verification performances are measured by EER and
the minimum normalized detection cost function (mDCF) with
Ptarget = 10−2 and CFA = CMiss = 1.

4.2. Experimental results of the baseline method

In this part, we introduce the ResNet34-GSP-ArcFace system
for speaker verification. We compare the baseline performance
on Vox-O, Vox-E, Vox-H and our proposed Vox-CA. Table.4
reports the corresponding results and also confirms how difficult

the Vox-CA test set is.
First, by observing the Vox-E and Vox-H results, the perfor-

mance on our-E and our-H demonstrate the correctness of our
construction. Then, by controlling a single variable, the nega-
tive effect of cross-age is larger than the same nationality and
gender matching. When we combine these elements, the per-
formance drops dramatically with the age gap increasing. The
Vox-CA provides new benchmarks for cross-age matching sce-
narios and hard tasks. In addition, the result of the intra-segment
case is considerably lower than other test sets. It indicates that
the verification of intra-segment pairs is too easy to affect the
real system performance. All experimental trial lists and meta-
resource have been released3.

4.3. Experimental results of AISR

Table.3 presents the performance of our proposed methods and
related methods on different test sets. First, we compare dif-
ferent metric learning methods, Softmax and ArcFace. We can
find that the ArcFace outperforms its counterpart, especially in
cross-age scenarios. Besides, by comparing the results on cross-
age test sets, we can observe that the verification performance
degrades significantly with age-gap increasing. Using the Arc-
Face based system, we evaluate some adversarial learning and
decorrelated methods. The model with GRL or Age Residual
has little improvement on cross-age scenarios. The limitation
of both methods is that operations are performed on the embed-
ding level. Since the embedding is a compact representation
vector generated by the encoder layer, resulting in limited oper-
ational margins, thus the improvement is slight. In contrast with
these methods, the zage of ADAL are extracted from high-level
feature maps, and age information also can be further elimi-
nated by the age adversarial learning classifier. In contrast to
the baseline system, the ADAL achieves 10% relative improve-
ment on the Vox-CA20 test set. The larger the age gap, the
better the results. In addition, the result indicates that the base-
line model only mounted with ARE module is still better than
other methods.

5. Conclusions
This paper adopts the face age estimation method to mine the
cross-age speaker verification scenario data and propose the
Vox-CA as a new benchmark of CASV. The results indicate the
negative effect of the cross-age matching and how difficult the
Vox-CA is. In addition, an age decoupling adversarial learning
module is proposed to learn age-invariant speaker representa-
tion. Finally, the proposed method achieves 10% relative error
reduction over the baseline system on Vox-CA20.

3https://github.com/qinxiaoyi/Cross-Age Speaker Verification
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